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a b s t r a c t

We present a method for studying synaptic transmission in mass cultures of dissociated hippocam-
pal neurons based on patch clamp recording combined with laser stimulation of neurons expressing
channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2). Our goal was to use the high spatial resolution of laser illumination to come
as close as possible to the ideal of identifying monosynaptically coupled pairs of neurons, which is con-
ventionally done using microisland rather than mass cultures. Using recombinant adeno-associated virus
(rAAV) to deliver the ChR2 gene, we focused on the time period between 14 and 20 days in vitro, during
which expression levels are high, and spontaneous bursting activity has not yet started. Stimulation by
wide-field illumination is sufficient to make the majority of ChR2-expressing neurons spike. Stimulation
with a laser spot at least 10 �m in diameter also produces action potentials, but in a reduced fraction of
neurons. We studied synaptic transmission by voltage-clamping a neuron with low expression of ChR2

and scanning a 40 �m laser spot at surrounding locations. Responses were observed to stimulation at a
subset of locations in the culture, indicating spatial localization of stimulation. Pharmacological means
were used to identify responses that were synaptic. Many responses were of smaller amplitude than
those typically found in microisland cultures. We were unable to find an entirely reliable criterion for dis-
tinguishing between monosynaptic and polysynaptic responses. However, we propose that postsynaptic

itude
ptic i
currents with small ampl
candidates for monosyna

. Introduction

The cloning of channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and subsequent
xpression in mammalian cells promised to revolutionize neuro-
hysiology because it enabled optical stimulation of neurons in a
patially localized and temporally precise fashion (Boyden et al.,
005; Nagel et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2007). ChR2 has been used to

dentify presynaptic partners of an electrophysiologically recorded
ostsynaptic neuron (Arenkiel et al., 2007; Petreanu et al., 2007;
ang et al., 2007). Other applications include mapping neuronal

ircuits, probing synaptic function in genetically defined popula-
ions of neurons, and inducing plasticity at single synapses (Atasoy
t al., 2008; Liewald et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2007; Zhang et al.,

008; Zhang and Oertner, 2007). In principle, ChR2 could also be
sed to study the responses of networks to complex spatiotemporal
atterns of stimulation.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 617 452 2691; fax: +1 617 452 2913.
E-mail address: jenwang@mit.edu (J. Wang).

165-0270/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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s, simple shapes, and latencies not much greater than 8 ms are reasonable
nteractions.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Expression of ChR2 in neurons has been achieved by mouse
transgenesis (Arenkiel et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007); in utero elec-
troporation (Petreanu et al., 2007), lentivirus (Boyden et al., 2005)
and recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) (Bi et al., 2006).
A major drawback of lentivirus is that its DNA integrates into the
host genome. Therefore the transgene is potentially susceptible
to integration-induced epigenetic silencing (Ellis, 2005; Xia et al.,
2007). Furthermore, a host gene could be disrupted by lentivirus
DNA integration, which could affect normal neuronal function.
Although mouse transgenesis by oocyte DNA injection is a pow-
erful tool, integration of exogenous DNA at specific sites can lead to
integration-induced gene silencing (Clark et al., 1997; Robertson et
al., 1996) and position-effect variegation (Robertson et al., 1995)
with gene expression in some cells but not others. Although a
plasmid delivered by in utero electroporation remains extrachro-
masomal, which may alleviate the silencing problem, transfection

of early progenitor cells leads to mosaic gene expression in neuronal
populations of the postnatal brain (Borrell et al., 2005; Hatanaka et
al., 2004).

Recombinant adeno-associated virus gene delivery has been
successfully used to express ChR2 in mouse retinal neurons, and

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01650270
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jneumeth
mailto:jenwang@mit.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2009.06.024
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xpression was reported to be stable for a year (Bi et al., 2006).
e chose rAAV for introducing ChR2 in cultured hippocampal

eurons for several reasons. First and foremost, genetic modules
ntroduced into rAAV are less prone to epigenetic gene silencing.
econd, long-term expression, from months to years, is achievable.
ue to high rate of infectivity, rAAV can be used to introduce mul-

iple genes into the same neurons in pre-selected brain regions
Shevtsova et al., 2005) without epigenetic silencing (Zhu et al.,
007). This broadens the experimental possibilities so that other
enes whose products act as biosensors for different signaling sys-
ems, such as for calcium (Miyawaki, 2003; Palmer and Tsien, 2006;

allace et al., 2008) and neurotransmitter release (Miesenbock et
l., 1998), could also be introduced into the same neuron using
AAV as the delivery method. This would make it possible to opti-
ally record functional neuronal connectivity without the need
o use patch pipettes. Moreover, by gene selective knockdown of
ndogenous protein levels using small interfering RNA (siRNA)
Fountaine et al., 2005), especially under control of the tetracycline-
ontrolled systems (Hasan et al., 2004; Sprengel and Hasan, 2007),
t should be possible to correlate how changes in gene activity affect
euronal circuits and animal behavior (Grillner, 2006; Kandel,
001).

Additionally, the rAAV gene delivery method allows targeting
f selective brain regions, which makes it especially powerful for in
ivo applications. ChR2 has also been targeted to genetically defined
opulations of neurons through cell-type specific promoters and
re-dependent constructs to examine neural circuits based on cell
ypes (Atasoy et al., 2008; Liewald et al., 2008). Availability of differ-
nt AAV serotypes provides additional means to selectively target
ifferent neuron types (Burger et al., 2004; Shevtsova et al., 2005;
enenbaum et al., 2004).

Another feature of rAAV is that it shows low immunogenicity
ver a long time span (Sun et al., 2002), a key safety criterium
hat has made rAAV gene delivery the method of choice for thera-
eutic treatment of animal diseases, including humans. Therefore,
AAV-mediated delivery of ChR2 should not only help to investigate
unctional brain circuits in living animals but it may also provide

plausible approach to treat neurological diseases which require
eep brain stimulation (Gradinaru et al., 2007; Mehrkens et al.,
008; Obeso et al., 1997).

The preceding considerations are general reasons for using rAAV
o introduce the ChR2 gene into neurons. Our goal in this paper
as to develop the ChR2 method specifically for studying evoked

ynaptic transmission in mass cultures of dissociated hippocampal
eurons.

Dual intracellular recording from pairs of dissociated hippocam-
al or neocortical neurons is a widely accepted method of studying
ynaptic plasticity (Arancio et al., 1995; Bi and Poo, 1998; Goda and
tevens, 1996; Kaplan et al., 2003). Such experiments are often done
ith low density cultures. In one culture method, the substrate that

he neurons grow on is sprayed in a mist onto the coverslips, making
ots that are less than 1 mm in diameter. Then neurons are plated at

ow density. The microdots physically limit the neurons’ growth so
hat some microislands end up with just a few neurons or even just
wo (Bekkers and Stevens, 1991, 1995; Segal and Furshpan, 1990).

ithin such a microisland, the probability of connection is high, so
hat it is straightforward to find connected pairs of neurons (Kaplan
t al., 2003). In another culture method, neurons and glia are plated
t the same time at low density, and this also leads to growth of
solated pairs of neurons (Wilcox et al., 1994).

While the microisland technique makes it easier to record from

airs, culturing healthy neurons becomes more challenging at

ower densities. Furthermore, pairs of neurons on microislands
end to be strongly coupled, probably by multiple synaptic con-
acts (Segal and Furshpan, 1990). Evoked postsynaptic currents
re typically hundreds of picoamperes or more, while sponta-
e Methods 183 (2009) 165–175

neous postsynaptic currents (“mini”s) are tens of picoamperes or
less (Wilcox et al., 1994). A low calcium solution combined with
microperfusion of a high calcium, hypertonic solution (Bekkers
and Stevens, 1995) has been used to reduce the amplitude of
evoked postsynaptic currents by permitting activation of only a
small subset of synapses between two neurons. But without this
kind of manipulation, postsynaptic currents evoked in microisland
cultures are much larger than those recorded in brain slice experi-
ments.

For these reasons, we have been interested in using mass cul-
tures for synaptic plasticity experiments. These types of cultures
are relatively easy to grow and keep healthy, because neurons can
be cultured at higher densities. But in our experience, it is difficult to
find connected pairs by intracellular recording of randomly chosen
neurons, because the probability of connection is low. ChR2 could
potentially solve this problem, by allowing the screening of many
candidate neurons to find presynaptic partners of a single postsy-
naptic neuron. We could do this by expressing ChR2 in the culture,
and then stimulating presynaptic neurons with a laser while patch
recording from a single neuron. If a stimulated neuron is monosy-
naptically or polysynaptically connected to the recorded neuron, a
synaptic response should be observed.

For this purpose, we needed a delivery method for ChR2 that
reliably resulted in viable cells, adequate expression levels, and
expression during the right time window. We also needed a method
of optical stimulation that was spatially precise and reliably evoked
action potentials.

In dissociated cultured neurons, experiments on synaptic phys-
iology are typically done between one and three weeks in vitro
(Arancio et al., 1995; Bekkers et al., 1990; Bekkers and Stevens, 1995;
Bi and Poo, 1998; Goda and Stevens, 1996; Gomperts et al., 2000;
Kaplan et al., 2003). Earlier than one week, there is little or no synap-
tic transmission (Gomperts et al., 2000). After three weeks, there is
typically spontaneous synchronous bursting (Pasquale et al., 2008;
van Pelt et al., 2004a,b), which could interfere with plasticity exper-
iments. For this reason, we were interested in characterizing the
expression of ChR2 during this time window. Based on the fluo-
rescence of a ChR2-YFP fusion protein, expression starts at about
one week, and is strong after about two weeks in vitro. Infected
cells looked as healthy as uninfected cells, as they could not be
distinguished from each other in phase contrast images.

To characterize the effectiveness of optical stimulation, we per-
formed patch clamp recordings of neurons while simultaneously
illuminating them transiently. After two weeks in vitro, about 80%
of infected cells could be stimulated to generate action potentials
using wide-field illumination. Stimulation by laser was more dif-
ficult, and depended on the size of the illuminated spot. A 40 �m
diameter spot stimulated approximately one third of infected neu-
rons, whereas a 10 �m diameter spot stimulated only one quarter.
This demonstrated a trade-off between the fraction of cells that
can be stimulated, and the accuracy of spatial localization of stimu-
lation. The luminance of the spot had little effect, if it was above
a threshold value. If a cell could be stimulated to fire an action
potential, then this response was highly reliable every time it was
illuminated.

Our next goal was to investigate the best means of using ChR2
to study synaptic transmission. We performed patch clamp record-
ings of neurons that were not expressing ChR2, or only weakly,
in order to reduce the possibility or magnitude of direct stimula-
tion by light. Then we scanned the laser across multiple locations
arranged in a grid. Many types of responses were recorded in the
patch clamped neuron, which appeared to be direct, monosynap-
tic, or polysynaptic. Based on classification of these responses, we

propose a criterion for identifying possible monosynaptic pairs of
neurons using amplitude, shape, and latency of the recorded cur-
rents.
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. Materials and methods

.1. Preparation of rAAV

The viral expression construct rAAV-PhSYN–ChR2-YFP was con-
tructed by subcloning the ChR2-YFP fragment (Boyden et al., 2005)
nto an adeno-associated (serotype-2) viral expression cassette

ith the human synapsin promoter (PhSYN), a woodchuck post-
ranscriptionalregulatory element (WPRE), and a bovine growth
ormone (BGH) polyadenylation sequence (Shevtsova et al., 2005).
AAV was prepared by transfecting HEK293 cells with the plasmid
AAV-PhSYN–ChR2-YFP together with helper plasmids (Grimm et
l., 2003), pDp1 (serotype 1) and pDp2 (serotype 2)in a ratio of
:1 harboring expression cassettes for replicase and capsid pro-
eins. Seventy-two hours after transfection, HEK293 cells were
ashed once with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and collected

nto 50 ml falcon tubes, pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended
n lysis and digestion buffer supplemented with benzonase (Sigma)
t 37 ◦C for 30 min and with NaCl at 50 ◦C for 30 min. Cell debris was
emoved by centrifugation at 6000 rpm and clear supernatant was
rozen at −70 ◦C. For harvesting pure virus, the supernatant was
hawed on ice and layered on an idoxanol (Progen, Germany) gra-
ient (Auricchio et al., 2001). Centrifugation was done for 60 min,
nd the virus located on top of the 40% idoxanol layer was removed
nd placed into a 15 ml falcon tube. To remove salt and further
oncentrate the virus, the idoxanol gradient fraction was washed
hree times with PBS and concentrated to a volume of 200–300 �l
sing Amicon filters (Amersham). Infectious virus titers were deter-
ined in primary neuron cultures as described previously (Zhu et

l., 2007).

.2. Primary dissociated cell culture

Dissociated primary cultures of rat hippocampal neurons were
repared in 24-well plates as described previously (Hagler and
oda, 2001). Hippocampi were extracted from P0 rat pups, rinsed

hree times in HBSS, incubated with an enzyme solution contain-
ng 1 mM l-cysteine, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1.5 mM CaCl2, 200 units Papain
Worthington), and 0.1 �g/ml DNAse in a modified HBSS (con-
ains an additional 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.3) for 30–40 min, and then

echanically triturated with a fire-polished pipette. The cells were
ounted on a hemocytometer and diluted in culture medium con-
aining 6 mg/ml glucose, 1 mM Na–Pyruvate (Invitrogen), 10% fetal
ovine serum (Hyclone), 0.1% Mito serum extender (Invitrogen),
% B27 (Invitrogen), and 1 mM HEPES (pH 7.3) in Basal Medium
agle (Invitrogen), so that the plating density was 50,000 cells/mL.
he cells were plated on 12 mm German glass coverslips (Elec-
ron Microscopy Sciences), coated with a mixture of 5.5 mM acetic
cid and 0.9 mg/ml rat tail collagen (BD Biosciences). After 2 days,
0 �M Ara-C (Sigma) was added to prevent further growth of
lia.

The virus (rAAV-PhSYN–ChR2) was added either to the cell sus-
ension just before plating or 1 day after plating by adding 1–3 �l
f solution containing the virus for each well. The culture medium
as not changed after adding the virus.

.3. Electrophysiology

The culture was visualized using an inverted microscope (Olym-
us IX-70) and a QICam CCD camera (Qimaging). Whole cell
ecordings of membrane potential and currents were obtained

sing a patch clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments). The bath solu-
ion contained (in mM): NaCl 145, KCl 3, HEPES 10, CaCl2 3, glucose
, MgCl2 2, pH 7.30 as described previously (Bi and Poo, 1998). To
revent washout of the intracellular milieu, we used a perforated
atch solution containing (in mM): potassium gluconate 136.5, KCl
Methods 183 (2009) 165–175 167

17.5, NaCl 9, MgCl2 1, HEPES 10, EGTA 0.2, pH 7.20 as described pre-
viously (Bi and Poo, 1998) with 300 �g/ml Amphotericin-B (Sigma).
Data were sampled at 10 kHz and collected using the Matlab XPC
target toolbox. Sutter micromanipulators were used to position the
patch pipettes.

The holding current for current clamp recordings was set to the
leak current, which was defined to be the current measured when
the neuron was voltage clamped at −70 mV.

2.4. Optical stimulation

Wide-field stimulation of patch clamped neurons was per-
formed with an unfiltered XCite lamp, attached to the epi-
fluorescence illumination port on the microscope.

Timing and synchronization with the electrophysiology for both
wide-field and laser stimulation were achieved by triggering a
mechanical shutter (Uniblitz) placed between the light source and
the microscope. However, the opening time of the shutter did not
occur synchronously with the trigger. We measured the time for
the shutters to open using a silicon photodiode (Thorlabs). The
delay in opening of the wide-field shutter (Model VS35) from the
trigger time was measured to be 3.4 ± 0.1 ms (mean ± standard
deviation for five measurements), and the delay for the laser
shutter (Model VS25) was 3.3 ± 0.04 ms (mean ± standard devi-
ation for five measurements). The reported latencies for the
electrophysiological signals were calculated by measuring the time
between the point of interest and the shutter trigger signal and
then subtracting the mean shutter delay time from this differ-
ence.

A guided laser stimulation system was designed using a 30 mW
488 nm solid state laser (Coherent). The laser output was coupled
to a fiber optic (Point Source), beam diameter expanded to 3 mm,
passed through neutral density filters, directed into galvos (Cam-
bridge Technologies, model 6210H) to move the beam, and sent
through a scan lens so that the spot was focused in the image
plane of the microscope (Olympus IX-70). A schematic of the optical
system is shown in Fig. 3A.

The intensity of the laser measured at the sample ranged from
10 �W to 1 mW. We measured the diameter of the laser spot size
by sandwiching a drop of fluorescein between two coverslips and
taking an image of the fluorescent excitation produced by the laser
spot. We plotted the intensity values across a line centered over
the spot. From the resulting profile, we calculated the diameter of
the spot as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity. The
luminance was calculated using the intensity measurement at the
sample, divided by the area of the laser spot, calculated from the
FWHM.

To accurately stimulate specific locations in the culture, a map
of control voltages for the galvos and the corresponding laser spot
location in the image was created at intervals of 100 pixels. Values
were interpolated between these points. Custom software was writ-
ten in Matlab to guide the laser spot to particular spatial locations
and control the mechanical shutter.

3. Results

3.1. rAAV mediated delivery of ChR2-YFP into neurons

To monitor the expression levels of ChR2 in neurons, the ChR2
gene was fused to a yellow fluorescent indicator protein (YFP)

(Boyden et al., 2005) and cloned into a rAAV expression plas-
mid with the human synapsin promoter (PhSYN) (Shevtsova et
al., 2005) driving ChR2-YFP expression (rAAV-PhSYN–ChR2-YFP)
(Fig. 1A). Virus with capsid proteins of the serotype 1 and 2 was
prepared as described previously (Zhu et al., 2007). The culture
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Fig. 1. (A) Expression cassette for rAAV-PhSYN –ChR2. The human synapsin promoter (PhSYN) drives expression of ChR2-EYFP. Labels: synthetic transcription blocker (TB), a
woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional control element (WPRE), polyadenylation signal (pA), inverted terminal repeats of AAV2 (ITR). (B) Left column shows phase
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ontrast images of primary hippocampal culture at DIV 7, DIV 14, and DIV 21, magn
o all images. Images were taken using an Excite lamp and YFP filter so that YFP flu
hat visual comparison could be possible.

as infected with the virus, rAAV-PhSYN–ChR2-YFP, 1–2 days after
lating.1 We observed YFP expression in the culture at 7, 14, and
1 days in vitro (DIV). Phase contrast and fluorescence images at
0× magnification are compared in Fig. 1B for these different time
oints. The exposure time is the same for all fluorescence images
2 s), so that image intensity should be directly proportional to YFP
xpression. Expression appears to begin around DIV 7, but does not
each high levels until DIV 14.

.2. Wide-field stimulation of neurons expressing ChR2
We then assessed the effectiveness of wide-field stimulation as a
unction of days in vitro, spanning the time period from DIV 7 to DIV
7. Previous experiments performed on dissociated hippocampal

1 Previous experiments in hippocampal culture have utilized lentiviral vectors for
elivery of ChR2, applied at DIV7 (Boyden et al., 2005; Schoenenberger et al., 2008).
0×. Right column has the same field of view as the left. The 50 �m scalebar applies
nce could be observed. Exposure time was fixed for all the fluorescence images so

neurons were done between DIV 14 and DIV 28 and made no dis-
tinction between different time points in ChR2 expression (Boyden
et al., 2005; Schoenenberger et al., 2008).

We performed current clamp recordings of neurons that were
visibly expressing YFP (see Fig. 2A for diagram of experiment). We
applied the synaptic blockers CNQX, APV, and bicuculline to ensure
that responses were due to direct stimulation by light, rather than
indirect stimulation through synaptic transmission. The neurons
were stimulated with 5 pulses of broadband visible light for 10 ms
per pulse. Sample traces from 3 neurons at DIV 7, 14, and 21 are
shown in Fig. 2B.

Stimulation was defined as “reliable” if the neuron spiked in
response to all 5 pulses of light. We quantified reliability as a func-

tion of days in vitro (Fig. 2D). The data were grouped so that week
1 included DIV 7 to DIV 13, week 2 included DIV 14 to DIV 20, and
week 3 included DIV 21 to DIV 26. In week 1, only 29% of neurons
showed reliable stimulation (n = 7), consistent with the weak YFP
signal reported above. This increased to 71% in week 2 (n = 14) and
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic of experimental setup showing patched neuron stimulated with widefield illumination. (B) Example recordings from neurons in current clamp from
five light stimulations at three different time points in the development of the cultures. The stimulations are indicated with a blue dot and are 10 ms each with frequency
6.25 Hz. Dashed line indicates threshold set at −10 mV, used to determine if neuron fired an action potential or not. (C) Zoomed in example of an action potential that was
stimulated by light. The blue line indicates the 10 ms duration of light stimulation. The latency to depolarization, �td, is the time from the onset of light to the beginning of
the photopotential. The latency to the peak of the spike, denoted �tsp, is the time from the onset of light to the peak of the action potential. These measurements are shown
in the bottom panel of D for different time points in development. (D) Upper panel shows the fraction of neurons which spike for every photo stimulus for three different age
groups (week 1, n = 7; week 2, n = 14; week 3, n = 4). A neuron was considered to spike if for each of five stimuli (shown in B), the neuron fired an action potential. Lower panel
shows the average latencies for photostimulation. Open squares indicate mean latency to depolarization within and across neurons; errorbars indicate standard deviation
within and across neurons (week 1, n = 35 photostimulations; week 2, n = 70 photostimulations; week 3, n = 20 photostimulations). Solid squares indicate mean latency to the
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eak of the action potential for the same age groups. The mean latency was calcul
, n = 11 neurons; week 3, n = 4 neurons). Error bars denote the standard deviation

egend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

00% in week 3 (n = 4), again consistent with stronger expression
evels as observed using fluorescence.

We calculated the mean and standard deviation of the
atency from the onset of light to the start of depolariza-
ion (�td, see Fig. 2C). As shown in Fig. 2D, for week 1,

td = 2.2 ± 0.7 ms (n = 7 neurons, 5 photostimulations/neuron);
or week 2, �td = 2.3 ± 0.8 ms (n = 14 neurons, 5 photostimula-
ions/neuron); and for week 3, �td = 1.8 ± 0.2 ms (n = 4 neurons, 5

hotostimulations/neuron). The mean values show that the laten-
ies were about the same for all weeks. The standard deviations are
ather small, indicating that the latencies were about the same for
ll neurons.2

2 Note that all confidence intervals in this paper are standard deviations, rather
han standard errors. This is to give some idea of the variability across a population.
om the average spike latency for individual neurons (week 1, n = 2 neurons; week
population of neurons. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure

We also calculated the mean and standard deviation of the
latency from light onset to the peak of the action potential (�tsp, see
Fig. 2C) for neurons which could be reliably stimulated and aver-
aged the mean and standard deviation for the neurons by week. As
shown in Fig. 2D, for week 1, �tsp = 8.8 ± 2.3 ms (n = 2 neurons);
for week 2, �tsp = 9.2 ± 2.1 ms (n = 11 neurons); and for week 3,
�tsp = 5.0 ± 0.8 ms (n = 4 neurons). Judging from the mean latency,
which decreased over time, and the standard deviation, the latency
to spiking is more variable than the latency to start of depolar-
ization. This is not surprising, given that the latency to spiking is
determined by the time to integrate to threshold, and therefore

depends on many factors like the amplitude of the ChR2 current and
intrinsic properties of the neuron. Previous measurements found
that the latency to spiking was 8.0 ± 1.9 ms for DIV 14 hippocampal
culture (Boyden et al., 2005), which is comparable to our measure-
ments.
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.3. Laser stimulation

The preceding experiments were performed using wide-field
timulation, which lacks the spatial resolution necessary for finding
onnected pairs of neurons. In our laser stimulation experiments,
e chose to focus on the time period between DIV 14 and DIV

1. This is before spontaneous bursting emerges in mass cultures
Pasquale et al., 2008; van Pelt et al., 2004a,b), and our wide-field
xperiments suggested that it should be possible to stimulate neu-
ons during this time window.

Again we performed current clamp recordings of neurons, this
ime stimulating them with a laser. Fig. 3B shows an example of a
atched neuron, and the blue dot indicates the location of a typical

aser stimulation. For these measurements, we targeted the optical
timulation to the soma. The experiments were performed in the
resence of CNQX, APV, and bicuculline to ensure that responses
ere direct rather than synaptically mediated.

Initially, we tuned the laser spot to be approximately 1 �m
n diameter. Since the soma of the neurons varied between 10
nd 20 �m in diameter, this spot size would keep the stimulation
onfined to the soma, resulting in high spatial resolution. While
epolarization responses were observed, no spikes were stimulated
data not shown). Turning up the intensity caused saturation of the
mplitude of the subthreshold depolarization, but still no spikes
ere observed.

Then we tried 10 and 40 �m spot diameters, indicated by white
ircles in Fig. 3B, with various intensity values. For both spot diame-
ers we used a 10 ms laser pulse. If a neuron did not spike, increasing
he duration beyond this value did not make any difference. This is
onsistent with previous experiments showing that the photocur-
ent decays after about 10 ms of photostimulation (Wang et al.,
007).

The threshold luminance for stimulation was about
00 mW/mm2,3. Below this value, none of the neurons would
re action potentials when stimulated with the 10 �m spot (n = 4),
nd only one response was observed for the 40 �m spot (n = 5).
or luminance values above this threshold, stimulation with the
0 �m spot was reliable for 20% of neurons (n = 5), and with the
0 �m spot was reliable for 33% (n = 6) (Fig. 3C, upper panel).

These percentages are lower than for wide-field stimulation. The
0 �m spot illuminated the entire soma and proximal dendrites.
ide-field stimulation also includes more distant sites in the axon

nd/or dendrites, which could account for its higher success rate.

.4. Spatial resolution of laser stimulation

We next characterized the spatial resolution of laser stim-
lation by recording responses in a neuron while illuminating
ultiple locations arranged in a grid. The grid locations are indi-

ated by the blue circles in Fig. 4A and were spaced approximately
2 �m apart. The locations were stimulated in random order, and
he photoresponses were measured. The peak amplitudes of the
hotoresponses formed a two-dimensional map (Fig. 4B). Again,
timulation was performed in the presence of synaptic blockers.

We estimated the spatial resolution of stimulation by calculat-

ng the second moment of distance from the soma, weighted by
he amplitude of the map. The square root of this number gave an
stimate of the spatial radius of stimulation. The estimation was
one separately for subthreshold and spiking responses, and for

3 We report luminance value because normalizing by laser spot area calculated
rom the FWHM provided a clear threshold. Previous results from laser stimulation
f single neurons expressing ChR2 were reported for a range of intensity values and
pot sizes which were similar to ours (Wang et al., 2007; Schoenenberger et al.,
008).
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each spot size. The standard deviation of the radius was also calcu-
lated, to characterize the variability across neurons. For the 10 �m
spot, the radius of subthreshold responses was 102.4 ± 15.4 �m
(n = 2), and for the 40 �m spot, the radius of subthreshold responses
was 69.5 ± 2.3 �m (n = 3). Likewise, the radii of superthreshold
responses were as follows: 42.2 �m (n = 1) for the 10 �m spot and
33.7 ± 11.6 �m (n = 2) for the 40 �m spot. The resolution had little
dependence on the size of the laser spot, indicating that the mor-
phology of the neuron could be more important than the spot size
in determining the spatial extent of responses. This is perhaps due
to activation of ChR2 expressed in the proximal dendrites.

We could probably have obtained better spatial resolution by
lowering luminance to the minimum value necessary for pro-
ducing spikes by somatic illumination, as was shown previously
(Schoenenberger et al., 2008). However, it is also important to know
the spatial resolution that is possible at luminances above the min-
imum value.

We might also have obtained better spatial resolution by lower-
ing the spot diameter below 10 �m. However, our experience with
the 1 �m spot suggests that better spatial resolution would come
only at the cost of drastically reducing the fraction of neurons that
can be stimulated reliably.

3.5. Response latencies for laser stimulation

We also measured the latencies from light onset to the peak of
the action potentials evoked by laser stimulation targeted to the
soma, similar to the measurements reported above for wide-field
stimulation. Data were pooled from both 10 and 40 �m laser spots,
and various luminances greater than 500 mW/mm2. For each of
three neurons with action potential responses, we plotted the mean
and the standard deviation for the latency to the peak response
(Fig. 3C, lower panel). The average of the mean latencies across
neurons was 7.8 ± 2.6 ms (n = 3 neurons). The standard deviation
of the mean latency across neurons was greater than the standard
deviation of the latency for a single neuron.

We also measured the latency to the start of the depolarization,
including both super- and subthreshold responses of 11 neurons.
For a given spot size, there was little variability between neurons,
so all of the data was lumped together. The mean and standard
deviation of the latency were 0.9 ± 0.8 ms (n = 5) for the 10 �m spot
and 0 ± 0.4 ms (n = 6) for the 40 �m spot.

It is not surprising that the latency to spiking is quite variable
across neurons since it depends on the time required for the neuron
to integrate the ChR2 current to threshold. The latency to response
onset is less variable because it does not include this integration
time.

The latencies for laser illumination were similar to those for
wide-field stimulation, but slightly less. The latencies for wide-
field stimulation are useful for comparison to previous experiments
reported in the literature (Boyden et al., 2005). The latencies for
laser illumination are more relevant to our attempts to find synap-
tically connected pairs of neurons, which are reported below.

3.6. A latency criterion for distinguishing between direct vs.
synaptic responses

Up to now, we have discussed the case of direct stimulation,
intracellular recording in the same neuron that is being subjected to
laser illumination. To measure synaptic responses, we must record
from a different neuron than the one stimulated by the laser. In

an ideal experiment, the neuron chosen for intracellular recording
would not express ChR2 at all, so there would be no possibility of
direct stimulation. We were not able to find such neurons in our
cultures, due to the high rate of AAV infection, so we had to settle
for recording from neurons with low but nonzero expression levels.
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Fig. 3. (A) Optics diagram for laser stimulation. (B) Image of patch clamped neuron at 20× magnification. Blue dot indicates the location of the laser stimulation. The concentric
white circles show the size of the 10 and 40 �m diameter spot sizes. (C) Top panel shows the fraction of neurons which spike reliably in response to laser stimulation with
luminance greater than 500 mW/mm2for the 10 �m (n = 5) and 40 �m (n = 6) spot diameters. The lower panel shows the average latencies to the peak of the action potential
for three neurons which reliably spiked in response to laser stimulation (measurements from n = 5 spikes/neuron). The spot diameter is indicated on the x-axis. Error bars
denote the standard deviation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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latency of a synaptic response should be greater than the latency
of spiking in the laser-stimulated neuron, which was measured in
ig. 4. (A) YFP image of neuron expressing ChR2 at 20× magnification. The blue circ
ap of the photoresponse amplitudes in mV, measured from the neuron pictured in

patial locations in the amplitude map correspond to the grid locations in A as indi
aser stimulated action potentials.

As a consequence of this experimental limitation, there was
lways the possibility of direct stimulation. Because of the low
xpression levels, the responses to direct stimulation were weak,

nd hence could be confused with synaptic responses, if amplitude
ere the only criterion. However, the results of the previous sec-

ion suggest that latency can be used to distinguish between direct
nd synaptic responses. We propose that latencies between 0 and
ms indicate direct responses, whereas latencies greater than 8 ms
icate the locations of laser stimulation in a grid around the neuron. (B) Colorcoded
l A. The numerical value of the amplitudes is shown in the colorbar to the right. The
by the dashed lines. The white areas in the amplitude map are locations where the

indicate synaptic responses. The latter figure is justified because the
the previous section.4

4 There is substantial variability across neurons in the mean latency to spiking.
Furthermore, there is some uncertainty in extrapolating the latency to spiking from
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Fig. 5. Image of culture at 4× showing YFP fluorescence (A and C). Overlaid is a map of colored squares indicating the latency from onset of light to the start of the photocurrent.
The colorbar to the right indicates the magnitude of the latency in milliseconds. The white (X) marks the location of the patch electrode. The (+) markers indicate a complex
r rrent.
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esponse, and the (©) markers indicate a simple response in the induced photocu
anel E. They are example traces of currents induced in the recorded neuron for st
xamples of simple responses, and plot 2 is an example of a complex response. Pane
ere acquired without synaptic blockers. The data for panels C and D were acquired

.7. Finding synaptic responses by scanning laser stimulation

To test the criterion proposed above, we scanned a 40 �m laser
pot across the neural culture while recording from a neuron in
oltage clamp which was expressing ChR2 at a very low level, judg-
ng from YFP fluorescence. We stimulated locations in a grid in
andom order using the laser. The experiments were done both
ith and without synaptic blockers to distinguish between direct

nd synaptic responses, and the results were compared with the
atency criterion. We also used a 4× objective for a larger field of
iew containing more possible laser targets.
For two experiments, Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the locations in the
ulture at which laser stimulation produces responses in the voltage
lamped neuron, along with a histogram of the observed latencies.
nitially, only a subset of locations yielded observable responses in

he case of a neuron with an electrode attached to the case of a neuron with no
lectrode. Nevertheless, it seems improbable that the latency to spiking could drop
elow 3 ms, the cutoff value we propose as the criterion for a direct response.
The numbers overlaid in the images in panels A and C correspond to the plots in
ion occurring at the location indicated by the number. Plots 1 and 3 in panel E are
nd D contain histograms showing the distribution of latencies. The data for A and B
synaptic blockers.

the voltage clamped neuron (Figs. 5A and 6A), indicating that the
laser stimulation has some spatial selectivity. After the addition of
synaptic blockers, this subset shrinks (Figs. 5C and 6C). The loca-
tions that remain tend to be closer to the cell body of the recorded
neuron, consistent with the idea that the synaptic blockers have
eliminated the synaptic responses.

To compare with the latency criterion proposed above, the laten-
cies of responses at the various locations are also histogrammed
in Figs. 5B and 6B. The addition of synaptic blockers eliminates
the responses with latencies greater than 8 ms, and the responses
with latencies less than 3 ms are left intact almost completely
(Figs. 5D and 6D). Therefore the latency criterion is consistent with
the direct and synaptic responses as distinguished pharmacologi-
cally.
3.8. Classifying synaptic responses

While it was straightforward to distinguish between direct and
synaptic responses, it was more difficult to distinguish between
different types of synaptic responses. We were unable to solve
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Fig. 6. Another example illustrating the search for synaptic responses. Image of culture at 4× showing YFP fluorescence (A and C). Overlaid is a map of colored squares
indicating the latency from onset of light to the start of the photocurrent. The colorbar to the right indicates the magnitude of the latency in milliseconds. The white (X) marks
the location of the patch electrode. The (+) markers indicate a complex response, and the (©) markers indicate a simple response in the induced photocurrent. The numbers
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lockers.

his problem completely, but we can suggest some tentative cri-
eria.

Figs. 5E and 6E show some voltage clamp responses to laser stim-
lation. Many responses have a simple shape, but sometimes they
re quite complex (Fig. 5E, second trace, and Fig. 6E, fourth and
fth traces). Complex responses are presumably the summation
f many synaptic pathways, possibly including both monosynaptic
nd polysynaptic. Complex responses often have large amplitudes,
uggesting that laser stimulation has directly or indirectly caused
any neurons in the culture to spike.

We suggest that simple responses with small amplitudes
nd latencies between 8 and 18 ms are candidate monosynap-

ic responses. Of course, this criterion cannot be entirely reliable,
ecause the latency to spiking of the stimulated neuron shows sub-
tantial variability, as discussed earlier. Narrowing the window to a
horter time interval after 8 ms should reduce the number of false
ositives, but will also reduce the number of true positives.
ple traces of currents induced in the recorded neuron for stimulation occurring at
responses, and plot 5 is an example of a complex response. Panels B and D contain

thout synaptic blockers. The data for panels C and D were acquired with synaptic

4. Discussion

We employed rAAV gene delivery to transfer ChR2 to cultured
hippocampal neurons. In wide-field stimulation experiments we
found that action potentials could be reliably evoked in many neu-
rons after two weeks in vitro, as was previously reported for ChR2
delivered via lentivirus (Boyden et al., 2005; Schoenenberger et al.,
2008). We further quantified the fraction of neurons that could be
reliably stimulated, as a function of weeks in vitro.

We then experimented with laser stimulation, which has supe-
rior spatial localization compared to wide-field stimulation. These
experiments were similar to those of Schoenenberger et al. (2008),

except that we focused on the effectiveness of stimulation. We
found a decreased fraction of neurons that could be reliably stim-
ulated to generate an action potential through laser illumination
of the soma. For example, after two weeks in vitro, the fraction
of neurons that could be stimulated dropped to 0.35, from 0.8 for
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ide-field stimulation. Reducing the laser spot size produced an
ven smaller fraction of neurons which spike (Fig. 3c). Therefore
he reduced effectiveness of laser stimulation is most likely due to
maller photocurrents produced by stimulation of a smaller num-
er of channels.

Finally, we experimented with the use of laser stimulation at
ocations away from the soma to evoke synaptic responses. These
xperiments were similar to the wide-field stimulation experi-
ents of Boyden et al. (2005), but with the possibility of obtaining

uperior spatial resolution. Although we recorded from cells that
xpressed low levels of ChR2, photostimulation still produced small
nward currents even in the presence of synaptic blockers. Based on
mplitude alone, these inward currents due to direct stimulation
ould be confused with synaptic responses observed in the absence
f blockers. However, our measurements showed that direct vs.
ynaptic responses could be distinguished on the basis of response
atency (Figs. 5 and 6). We propose that small inward currents that
egin less than 3 ms after light onset are the result of direct stimu-

ation.
It is known that synaptic interactions between cultured hip-

ocampal neurons can be very strong, especially in low density
ultures, presumably due to multiple synaptic contacts between
airs of neurons (Bekkers and Stevens, 1995; Segal and Furshpan,
990; Wilcox et al., 1994). The spiking of a single neuron can be
ufficient to drive its postsynaptic targets above the threshold for
piking (Segal and Furshpan, 1990). Therefore, complex synaptic
esponses due to the superposition of many polysynaptic pathways
re often observed. This is in contrast to brain slice experiments, in
hich stimulation of a single neuron causes subthreshold responses

n its postsynaptic targets.
Most of our synaptic currents were about 100 pA or less, which

s smaller than the currents observed in microisland cultures of the
ame age. Nevertheless, many synaptic responses to laser illumina-
ion were highly complex in their time courses. This could be due
o the recruitment of multiple polysynaptic pathways in parallel,
nd/or stimulation of more than one neuron. Based on our measure-
ents of latency, we suggest that responses with small amplitudes,

imple shapes, and latencies between 8 and 18 ms are candidate
onosynaptic responses. This criterion cannot be entirely reliable,

ut it could be a useful guide.
In comparison to other optical methods for stimulating neurons

n culture such as glutamate uncaging (Pettit et al., 1997) and opti-
ally stimulating neurons grown on silicon wafers (Colicos et al.,
001; Starovoytov et al., 2005), ChR2 fulfills the requirement for
eversible, high-speed, spatiotemporal activation of select neuronal
opulations (Boyden et al., 2005). Repeated trials of single pho-
on photolysis of caged glutamate could release large amounts of
lutamate which might lead to toxicity or non-specific stimulation
Callaway and Katz, 1993). Optically stimulating neurons grown on
ilicon wafers (Colicos et al., 2001; Starovoytov et al., 2005) was
nother promising method of non-invasive stimulation, but reliably
liciting action potentials meant increasing illumination intensity,
hich reduced spatial resolution. Additionally, the neurons could

nly be stimulated to fire action potentials after three weeks in vitro
Starovoytov et al., 2005).

Multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) have also been extensively used
o probe cultured neural networks (Corner et al., 2002; Pasquale et
l., 2008; van Pelt et al., 2004a,b; Wagenaar et al., 2005), namely
o characterize the bursting activity in developing cultured neu-
al networks (van Pelt et al., 2004a,b) and control activity in these
etworks by stimulating at different electrode sites (Madhavan et

l., 2006; Massobrio et al., 2007; Wagenaar et al., 2005). However,
he extracellular stimulation from the array suffers from poor spa-
ial localization (Heuschkel et al., 2002) and stimulation artifacts
Wagenaar and Potter, 2004). These stimulation issues have been
ircumvented by using optical stimulation of caged glutamate to
e Methods 183 (2009) 165–175

stimulate neurons, while recording exracellular signals viathe MEA
(Ghezzi et al., 2008). Laser stimulation of neurons expressing ChR2
could potentially be used in a similar fashion, with the advantage
that there would be no accumulation of glutamate in the bath.
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